Aromaticity of distorted benzene rings: exploring the validity of different indicators of aromaticity.
The effect of three in-plane (bond length alternation, bond length elongation, and clamping) and three out-of-plane deformations (boatlike, chairlike, and pyramidalization) on the aromaticity of the benzene molecule has been analyzed employing seven widely used indicators of aromaticity. It is shown that only the aromatic fluctuation index (FLU) is able to indicate the expected loss of aromaticity because of distortion from the equilibrium geometry in all deformations analyzed. As FLU has been shown previously to fail in other particular situations, we conclude that there is not yet a single indicator of aromaticity that works properly for all cases. Therefore, to reach safer conclusions, aromaticity analyses should be carried out employing a set of aromaticity descriptors on the basis of different physical manifestations of aromaticity.